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kurmanJan datka,
Queen of the 
mountain

directed by 
sadyk - sher-niyaZ

DIRECTOR’S STATEMENT

 when i decided to leave my position in the government, the 

parliament didn’t want to let me go. it took them six months to finally 

allow me to go. i left my job and went to moscow to take directing and 

cinematography courses. however, when i left i hadn’t gotten accepted into 

the university.it would have been smarter for me to make sure i had place in 

the classes before quitting my job... i was 38 when i started this journey.

 This film has become kind of a revelation and purification for many 

of my compatriots, the people who live in a tiny country that has faced 

two revolutions in a 20-year period of its independence. i often see tears in 

peoples’ eyes after watching the film, not because of the main heroine or her 

son, but because of the situation and the events happening in the country, 

and that so much more should be done and changed for true prosperity and 

unity.
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hd / dcP - 136’
china - 2014
kirghiZ / russian / 

english w/eng sub

/////////////////////////////

the most eXPensive film ever made in kyrgyZstan 
and kyrgyZstan’s submission for the 87th academy 
awards foreign language film. filled with 
Passion, intrigue, bloody battle scenes, and lavish 
costumes. 



during the early 19th century it is predicted that kurmanjan, a young girl from central 
asia, will have a great destiny and that she will become the ruler of her country and save 
the nation from total destruction. This prediction was mocked, as women at that time had 
no rights.

as a young woman, kurmanjan is forced into an arranged marriage with a man she does 
not love. however, on the first night she runs away back home, breaking with tradition 
and bringing shame on herself and her family. The feud between the two families is 
resolved by alymbek datka (ruler of the alai highland country) who frees kurmanjan 
from the imposed marriage and later takes her as his wife. but several years later he is 
murdered, leaving kurmanjan widowed with a young family.

after her husband’s death, the burden of the responsibility for the safety of the people 
and the independence of her country falls on the shoulders of kurmanjan. nearby enemy 
states attack alai but kurmanjan gathers together an army and fights back. due to her 
wisdom and strong-willed character, she manages to prevent interstate intrigue between 
the kokand khanate and bukhara emirate and receives the title “datka” (general), the 
first time in the history of asia that this honored title has been received by a woman.

as time progresses, the russian empire invades central asia and begins its colonial 
policy but, after long battles and numerous losses, eventually signs a peace agreement with 
kurmanjan datka. however, the new russian military governor dislikes kurmanjan and 
decides to destroy her people. kurmanjan, realizing the power of the russian empire’s 
army, does not want to come into conflict with him. however, the governor orders the 
arrest of one of kurmanjan’s sons, ostensibly for the murder of russian soldiers, and 
sentences him to death by public hanging. kurmanjan is faced with the dilemma of 
choosing between the life of her son or the fate of the entire nation.

SYNOPSIS



FILM REVIEW
“with its sweeping visuals and colorful pageantry, the film directed 
and written by sadyk sher-niyaz, certainly provides the backdrop for 
its patriotic narrative.”
- los angeles times

“breathtaking epic saga... astonishingly impressive... coated in 
heartbreaking poetry and ethereal mysticism. sher-niyaz’s feature 
provides everything expected from a film of its magnitude while 
uniquely celebrating its homeland. lavishly executed to the smallest 
details ... splendidly captures everything from the vivid colors of 
the kyrgyz traditional attires to the magnificent vastness of the 
warriors’land.”
- indiewire

“breadth of filmmaking... reminscent of david lean. This is a 
extrodinary film. its epic in dignity. its epic in its integrity. its epic in 
its performances. its epic in its directoral debut 
-sharon stone



Zhamal Seydakhmatova, 
as old Kurmanjan

Nazira Mambetova 
as middle aged Kurmanjan

Elina Abai Kyzy
as young Kurmanjan

Lunara Ayaskanova
as little Kurmanjan

Alexander Golubkov, 
as General Skobelev

Adilet Usubakiev
as Kamchybek

Aziz Muradillaev
as Almbek Datka

Vasiliy Polzunov
as General Shvkikovskiy



august 22, 2014  // world Premiere at the montreal world film festival (canada)

august 23, 2014 // yakutsk international film // awarded the special jury prize. (russia)

august 31, 2014 // national premiere of the film in bishkek. (kyrgyzstan)

october 12, 2014 // international eurasian film festival in new york. // “best film”, “best actress”, “best screenplay” 
and “best supporting actress”. (usa)

october 19 and 22, 2014 // international film festival east-west. classic and avant-garde in orenburg. (russia)

october 22, 2014 // international film festival “bastau” in almaty (kazakhstan).

october 20 to 26, 2014 // silk road international film festival // audience choice award (china).

november 19, 2014 //  international film festival on the bosporus (turkey).

January 2 - 12, 2015 // international film festival in Palm springs (usa)

september 21-23,  2015// fukuoka film festival ( Japan)

march 2016 // friborg international film festival (switzerland)

PREMIERES


